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Middle States

Accreditation

Visit Report

MARY CRONIN

The reaccreditation visit

from the Middle States Com-

mission of Higher Education
two weeks ago seems to have
gone as expected, according
to President Shirley Mullen
and Linda Mills Woolsey,
vice president of academic
affairs and dean of the col-

lege.
According to Mills Wool-

sey, the team which visited
Houghton included a chief
financial officer (CFO), ex-
pert faculty members of other
institutions, a college presi-
dent, and a librarian. The

purpose of the CFO on the
team was to inspect how well
resources are allocated in

See MSCHE page 2
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Solar Array Dedication to Take Place
ALEX FISHER

The new solar array,
which will save the college
over four million dollars

over 25 years, will be dedi-
cated will be April 17 at 1
p.m. at the Field of Dreams,
followed by a tour. The
event is open to the public
and "is a chance to mark the

significance and formally
recognize the start of the so-
lar array," said Brian Webb,
Houghton's Sustainability
Coordinator. State Senator

Cathy Young, representa-
tives from Groundwater

and Environmental Services

(GES), and President Shir-
ley Mullen, will be there as
well. After the dedication,

there will be a guided tour of
the array for those interested
in seeing the solar panels up
close and finding out how re-
newable energy works.

Over the array's lifetime
of 25 years, it will save the

Over the array's lifetime of 25 years, it will save the college approximately $43
million in energy costs.

college approximately $4.3
million in energy costs. Not
only is this structure a rep-
resentation of a cost savings
for the college, but it will
also allow the community to
"interact with God's creation

in a responsible way," said
Webb.

According to Webb, the
array will take a huge chunk
of energy from a renewable
source, the sun, turn it into

electric energy which will

ANTHONY BURDO

then power about half of
the college throughout the
year. The funding, provided

See SOLAR page 2

Houghton's Only Accounting Professor to Retire

4

1

LUKE LAUER

Lois Ross, who joined the Houghton faculty in the fall of 2008 and helped to revive the accounting program, sits at her desk. She
is faced by pictures of her family, who plans to spend more time with in retirement.

HATTIE BURGHER

When Lois Ross first

joined the Houghton faculty
in fall of 2008, she wasn't an-

ticipating that within two years
the accounting major would be
cut. Ross, associate professor
of accounting, is and has been
the only accounting professor
at Houghton since her arrival
at the college. Once the major
was cut, Ross got right to work
to bring it back.

Through an immense
amount of research and work,

Ross helped reframe the justi-
fication for having an account-
ing major. Kenneth Bates,
associate professor of busi-
ness administration, said that

because of Ross, "We were

able to make a strong, irrefut-
able case as to why the college
needed to bring the accounting
major back."

Ross's dedication and

determination did not go to
waste. The following fall, the
major was reinstated. "She
breathed life into a program

see ROSS page 4
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Nationa/ U Drought in California
nia's economy, which comes both of which rely on snow- tolerant alternatives The city they are able to plot this
largely from agriculture Ac- pack as a source of water for of Palm Springs, where water year, coming in response to
cording to a CNN report, it the season In fact, many ski consumption per capita more the reported twenty percent
is estimated that California resorts have been forced to than doubles the state aver- allocation by the California

9, 9 grows more than a third of the close early this past year, and age at 201 gallons per day, Dept of Water Resources of
nation's vegetables and more some are building zip lines, has begun a campaign to re- the more than 42 million

f * L than two thirds of the nations mountain bike trails, and duce their consumption by as acre-feet ofwater requested
' fruits and nuts With the situ- wedding venues to continue much as fifty percent The city Despite these reductions

ation becoming so dire, Gov- the flow of tourists Into the plans to do this by removing in yield, consumers are not

2 74 ernor Jerry Brown issued an area grass medians of the city and expected to see extreme
executive order to reduce wa- This scramble to adapt to instead replacing them with rises in food costs This is
ter consumption statewide by dwindling resources is found things like cactus and desert due in part because of food
twenty-five percent in creative ways all across the bushes They are also paying diversity If, for example,

, 71, Ta,Iia Brown issued this sane- state Statewide, restaurants their residents to do the same rice production, which
. hon while at a press release are required to only give cus- with their own lawns, as well requires the rice to be

h,) 9 6, on top of a snow-barren tomers water by request, and as offering those residents submerged in water to grow,
ANTHONY BURDO Phillips Station in the Sierra hotel chains must ask guests substantial rebates if they drops in California, rice

Nevada mountains "Today if they are willing to not have choose to install low-flow toi- farmers in the South might
we are standing on dry grass their linens laundered each lets shift their production to meet

JARED GRAM
when we should be stand- day In Santa Barbara, city Even with all of these the need However, this is

ing on five feet of snow This officials are looking into re- changes however, there will not to say that the problem
historic drought calls for un- opening a water desalination not be nearly as much of a is over With drought
precedented action," claimed plant to quench the city's shift ill water consumption covering more than ninety-

In California, residents Brown, according to a state- shortage, and are paying a as even a minor reform by eight percent of the state,
are experiencing water regu- ment by NBC Snowpack in hefty price tag, close to $1 farmers Currently, farmers California will continue to
lations and challenges amidst mountain ranges across the billion, to do so consume about eighty per- adapt to the changes in its
a historic statewide drought state provide consistency to In Los Angeles, residents cent of all water in the state environment

This drought, which began in the reservoir levels, but also are being paid by utilities of California Many farmers
2011, has continued to prove to less obvious places like ir- companies to replace their have reported substantial de- Jared IS a senior blochemistry

a challenge for Califor- rigating farms andskiresorts, grasslawnswithmoredrought creases inthenumberofacres major

MSCHE Yom page 1 consistency," Mills Woolsey In regard to areas the team the Christian liberal arts tra- team, of integrating curricular
stated "They were positive pointed to for potential im- dition at Houghton One team and co-curricular aspects of
about our campus and the thor- provement, Mullen said, "The member stated that this was "a campus life The team was lin-

accordance with Houghton's oughness [ofthe self-study ]" team agreed with the self-study treasure" that Houghton must pressed with the pervasiveness
strategic plans "There were no surprises," team that we need to improve continue to cultivate Part of of the arts on campus, as well

Mills Woolsey added that Mullen stated "And that's on internal communication, as this "treasure" was the way as the quality of athletic oppor-
the main question the com- what you want when your in- well as broadcasting success- Houghton combines commit- tunities for students
mission addressed was, "Does stitution is being re-accredit- ful outcomes of a Houghton ment to Christ and openness to The team was also im-
the report [from the self study ed " education for every major " strong questions Mullen con- pressed In their interactions

Houghton undertook last year According to Mullen, the "[Houghton] also needs to sidered this to be "a witness with students Though the

in preparation for re-accred- commission will send Hough- be more intentional about help- to what a Christian liberal arts team did meet with a few
itation] reflect reality9" The ton College a finalized report ing the whole campus know education can be " current students, overall the

team was presented with sup- on the institution in June In that admissions iS everyone's The strengths pointed commission was struck by

porting documents, as well as the meantime, Houghton will Job," said Mullen "[Finally] out by the commission in the the friendliness and quality of
meetings with vanous deans, have an opportunity to address as soon as possible Houghton draft report mcluded uniform Houghton undergraduates, ac-
students, the Academic Ef- any concerns in the draft re- must clarify its new directions high quality throughout cam- cording to Mills Woolsey She
fectiveness committee, and port The visiting team fully m adult and onhne education" pus, faculty, and staff Mullen added, however, "visitors are
those who conduct the tenure expects to support reaccredita- Mullen also shared that stated Houghton has also done always impressed with our stu-

process "The team looks for tion the team was impressed with a good Job, in the eyes of the dents " *

the college would have need-SOLAR from page 1
ed to clear "The area was not '1 t#il/jftf.l».
needed for Houghton or any
critical wildlife The only en- ' 2 itittltil,NYL, -
vironmental impact I could "111 . »ti,y*tu ,
see would be what happens 111]1111$#1 'iI» **1
to the panels after we are »941, ' '' '2R. i 1,{.N.l.N,  '

by GES, will allow for the done using them" said Webb

maintaining and owning of Solar energy, along with z»ir-- 1:5-134-**3=tr©u: -- 7.- . . f .,« ,... '85. ''0, -
2-'"the solar array for the next 25 other renewable sources

years Webb explained in the of energy, help promote a tr *+*-.ir.-
 t'24*

end, "Houghton wins out be- healthy global climate "It MEOFT#3;-71
A-

cause we have lower energy has everything to do about :"MS#Er:TER/MIE,2'31:1'll Z

costs with no cost to build the how our actions impact the 06*.,.mi/1
structure in the first place world," said Webb In addi- »*5?

However, the solar array tion, Tomlinson explained . -
has raised some concerns it was not until she learned

regarding if Houghton will more about climate change -10 r..: -/.

actually benefit from the ar- this past and found, "the solar maa=+
ray Houghton senior, Kath- array is an important step for

erine Tomlinson, said when our community [Houghton] --'-2-:- ...+16.,7>0*3
she first heard of the proJect, to purify our energy use and
she was skeptical, "I was lessen our contribution to the
concerned about the habits it problem [climate change] " ANTHONY BURDO

would possibly be destroying, Twenty-five years from Installation of the solar array started last fall and is now completed The array will be dedicated
specifically honey bees since now, Houghton will have next Fnday It will be owend by Groundwater and Enviornmental Services for the next 25 years
they are endangered than the some different options for
benefits it would be bringing the array The array can be
to campus " However, Webb removed from the Field of if it is still producing a rell- Faith and Sustainability to tie have a panel of Dean Jordan,
explained Houghton was the Dreams or Houghton can able source of energy after 25 into the dedication of the so- Brian Webb, and one other
perfect spot for the solar ar- buy the array from GES for years, the college will buy it lar array This event will be student Complimentary cof-
ray, there was no natural hab- a low rate Webb's prediction On April 16, there will be in partnership with Student fee will be provided for all
itat such as streams or trees for the future of the array is a forum in Java to talk about Government Association and who attend *
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Thrift Sale Success for Salvation Army
DANI EATON

On Tuesday March 24,
the Salvation Army Student
Fellowship (SASF) held their
annual thrift store sale in the

basement of the Campus Cen-
ter.

The thrift sale, which hap-
pens once a sennester, uses

clothes, accessories, and other
various items from the Salva-

tion Army Store in Wellsville,
New York as a fundraiser for

the Salvation Army World
Missions program. World

Missions, according to Sal-
vation Army Officer David
Means, refers to "The Salva-

tion Army's ministries around
the world."

Present in around 128

countries across the world,

the Salvation Army funds a
variety of services, each dedi-
cated to serving those who are
in need. According to Means,
a few of such services include

churches, hospitals, orphan-
ages, after school programs,
agriculture schools, schools
for the blind, and even micro

loan programs.
All of the money raised

during the thrift sale held on
campus each semester, as well
as day to day proceeds from
the thrift store in Wellsville

are put towards ministries and
other various programs fund-
ed by world missions. Each
year, according to Means, the

/ I
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LUKE LAUER

Students shop during the March 24 Salvation Army thrift sale in the basement of the Campus Center. The Salvation Army Student

Fellowship (SASF) raised $2,400 for the Salvation AFrny World Missions program through the selling of items from the thrift store in
Wellsville, NY.

thrift store in Wellsville sets a

goal of $4,000 with the thrift
sale normally contributing be-
tween $1,600 and $1,800.

With the fall sale alone

raising the amount normally
made with both sales and an

additional $800 raised with

the current sale, this year's
sales, Means said, "blew past
years out of the water." In to-
tal, SASF and the thrift sale,

Means said, "raised about

$2,400 for Salvation Army
World Services."

In addition to helping fund

World Services, SASF Presi-

dent, Heather Hart ' 15, said

the sale is usually a lot of fun
as well, "It's always exciting
to see what outfit combina-

tions people come up with.
Overall, Hart calls the sale

a "win-win situation." She

said, "The thing I love about
it is that, not only are we able
to provide Houghton students
and other people in Houghton
with awesome clothes and

things, but we're also able to
help raise money to help peo-
ple around the world." *

Student Government Association Election Results

Joanna

Friesen '17
r. Student Body President6
6)1\
.1 fli

....

Aaron

Eisenhardt '17
Executive Officer of

Finance

Rebekah

Potts '17 _A*-1
Student Body Vice -.Ab
President President  -1.-

Ned

Monthie '17
Executive Officer of

Communications
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. Melissa Lauren

A A **1 Maclean '17 Bechtel ' 16 «Ea,
-

·,\ Executive Officer Executive Officer of ·= 4ml : 1
i ;,5 7:V-AM:1 : of Spiritual Life Committees AM -/ Lf-
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The positions of Executive Officer of Student Life and Executive Officer of Nontraditional Students are currently vacant.
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that had died," said Bates,

"Since then it has grown leaps
and bounds."

Bates and Ross are long-
time acquaintances, both at-
tended Houghton and were
only a couple years apart. He
was a busboy at the old dining
hall that used to be in the base-

ment of Gillette, and she was

a waitress, and that's where

the friendship was born. They
kept in touch over the years
and when a position opened up
for an accounting professor at
Houghton, Bates notified Ross
and suggested that she inter-
view for it. She did, of course,

and they went from being
classmates to colleagues.

Aside from being known
as the person to bring back the
accounting major, Ross is also
known for her humor. "When

I first met Professor Ross, I

thought she was unapproach-
able, but once I got to know
her, I found out that she was

actually pretty funny," said
senior, Kevin Miranda, and

accounting major who came
to Houghton the year that the
major had it's revival. "I appre-
ciate her sense of humor," said

Bates "She has brought levity
to situations that have been too

serious."

Most people view account-
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Lois Ross plans to decompressn retirement by spending time with her family, taking a trip to
Florida, and gardening

ing as tedious. "I had this mis-
conception that accounting was
uninteresting and that accoun-
tants didn't have a lot ofperson-
ality," said Miranda. However,
over the years Ross has proved
just the opposite to him. "She
makes accounting more inter-
esting, especially once you get
past the introductory classes,"
said Miranda "She relates some

of her own experiences to her
teachings, rather than just teach-
ing from the textbook."

The students at Houghton,
in particular the accounting stu-
dents, are what have made the

biggest impact on Ross. "Get-
ting to know the students and
prepare them as Christians in the
business world has been really
neat," said Ross. Being the only
accounting professor and advi-
sor to many, she has developed
close relationships with those
students. "I'm excited when I

think about some of these stu-

dents graduating because I am

thinking what an impact they
are going to have and how the
Lord is going to use them," said
Ross. "I will miss the interac-

tion with them definitely."
The students have enjoyed

interacting with her as well.
"I have heard regularly how
much her advisees enjoy get-
ting to know her outside of
the classroom," said Bates. He

continued, "She has a cheerful

personality and maintains an
even keel." Miranda added that

APRIL 10, 2015

Ross creates a better learning
environment because of her

willingness to help students
understand the material. "You

get the sense that she cares," he
said. "She is always available
to help and genuinely wants to
help. She is very personable
and easy to talk to."

Ross has dabbled in a lot

of different things during her
career. After receiving her
B.A. at Houghton, she went on
to get her M.A. at California
State at Los Angeles then pro-
ceeded to get her M.B.A. from
SUNY Buffalo. Ross worked

in both public and private ac-
counting firms, taught at the
high school level, and received
CPA credentials. Her last stop
in her career was Houghton,
where she said she was "happy
to meld my two interests to-
gether, teaching and account-
ing."

What does Ross plan to do
come fall when she doesn't

need to report back to cam-
pus? "Decompress, she said
laughingly. After her eight
years of teaching at Houghton,
she is ready to leave the work
behind, but not the people. "I
will miss the students and my
colleagues, but I wont miss the
work," chuckled Ross.

Ross also plans to spend
time with her family, go away
to Florida for a month, and tend

to her vegetable garden. *

Blast from the Past: Lost in Trans/ation Review

JAKIN RINTLEMAN

Hotels are neutralizing.
They exist as these in-between
purgatorial vacation places,
where you can pretend to live
without the nagging burdens of
modern life. You have a pool
now, and a maid, and endless

patterned hallways to explore,
all filled with people who are
only temporarily living in this
halfway home for the well-off
with you. Anything can hap-
pen in a hotel. You are a new
person, in a new place where
nobody knows you. This is the
timeless in-between space that
Lost in Translation takes place
in and pulls its acerbic wit and
quiet energy from, creating a
nuanced, contemplative experi-
ence that dazzles with its emo-

tional subtleties.

The story of Lost in Trans-
lation is fundamentally simple.
Bob Harris (Bill Murray) is an
American film actor who has

lived to see his glory days come
and pass, along with the happi-
ness ofhis marriage. His career
is no longer defined by his skill
as a performer, but by his mar-
ketability as a face that people
remember fondly. He now finds
himself in Tokyo starring in an
ad campaign for a pronounced
whiskey brand, away from
home, surrounded by a lan-
guage he doesn't understand,
on the verge of a mid-life crisis.
Charlotte (Scarlett Johansson)

FOCUS

p #811#8/WVWWMUMWM/M - www. lost-in-translation.com

The new film written and directed by Sofia Coppola *
TENYEARSAGO.FILES.WORDPRESS.COM

Lost in Translation is a reflection on transience and home.

is a recent college grad and the
young wife of an up-and-com-
ing photographer, tagging along
on his job trip, caught between

imposing existential and mari-
tal quandaries. Two wandering
souls searching for meaning in
a westernized, urban landscape.

Their meeting place? A smoke-
filled, burgundy-carpeted hotel
lounge, overlooking the city
with poetic, restrained arro-
gance. After glances grow into
larger interactions, they discover
that maybe the best way to find
yourself in a culture that is not
your own, is to be lost in it with
someone else.

It feels typical, soapy, even
expected, but despite any at-
tempt to make it sound like the
tagline for Nicholas Sparks'
most recent cinematic offering,
there should be no detraction

from the quiet brilliance of So-
phia Coppola's vision of hopeful
melancholy. Coppola has a deft
understanding of film; from her
drifting cinematography, to the
subtle acting cues that shape
the atmosphere of the film, ev-
erything is near-perfect. Yet the
true beauty ofthe movie is in its
narrative execution, in its ability
to take the familiar and the occa-

sionally cringe-inducing aspects
of life and roll them into intricate

character interactions that shine

in their small moments and large
alike.

Murray and Johansson are
both tastefully, even impeccably
cast. Murray bounces off of Jo-
hansson with a romantic charm

that would be considered creepy
if the film were in less capable
hands. Yet their age difference
is never an issue. If anything, it
adds significantly to the spirit
of what a hotel is: a timeless,

ageless crossroads for people
searching for fulfillment away

from the comforts of home.

This theme is crucial to under-

standing who these people are
and why they would be vulner-
able enough to approach one
another in the first place. There
is a youthful zeal to Bob's an-
ties, a sense of wonderment

in Charlotte's longing for pur-
pose, and together they're de-
lightful in their tragic meeting.
Despite the joy that they expe-
rience in their first quiet con-
versations at the hotel bar or

in their escapades through the
arcades of downtown Tokyo,
there is always a knowing look
of loss in their eyes. To each
other, they are like beautiful re-
lapses away from normal, and
they both know that soon they
will return to their homes and

spouses again, and re-adjust.
These things are never stated,
only read. Read in the quaint
eyebrow shifts, the mumbled
trailing-off of loving sentences,
the aching, intimate glances in
the midst of open-mic karaoke.
These are the moments that

make Lost in Translation feel

whole.

Lost in Translation speaks
to a wistful transience, captured
in its brittle, contemplative sto-
ry of hotel guests transitioning
from facelessness to fleeting
connection. Just as a brief ho-

tel stay, the experience exists
in its own place, separated and
distinct from the world, yet still
familiar. And in the end, we

must go home. *
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Mathematics Professor Parts From

Lifetime Houghton Connection
Camenga Makes the Difficult Decision to Leave Houghton

SOPHIA ROSS

Though Kristin Camenga
was not a Houghton student,
she has always felt connected
to the school. Her mother,

a high school teacher, vis-
ited campus for a conference
while pregnant with Camen-
ga, marking the future profes-
sor's first visit to the college.
After nine years as a professor
in the department of Mathe-
matics, and five years as chair
of the department of mathe-
matics and computer science,
Camenga will leave her posi-
tions at Houghton at the end
o f this spring semester.

Camenga did not begin
her career intending to teach
at the post-secondary lev-
el. She wanted to follow in

her mother's footsteps, and
trained to teach high school
math at St. Olaf College in
Northfield, Minnesota. Fol-

lowing her graduation, Cam-
enga taught at the secondary

level for two years, during
which time she dated her now

husband, Andrew Camenga,
a '92 Houghton graduate.
Shortly before they were mar-
ried in 2000, Camenga's then-
fianc6, an ordained Seventh

Day Baptist pastor, took a job
directing the denomination's
Board of Christian Education

in Alfred, NY. Camenga used
their cross-country move as
an opportunity to continue her
education. She was accepted
at Cornell University, and
graduated in 2006 with both
her Ph.D. in Mathematics and

M.S. in Education. She then

applied for teaching positions
in the Alfred area; one of these

was at Houghton.
"It was exactly what I

wanted," said Camenga about
the Houghton job posting. "It
was a math job, and it meant
working with people who
wanted to be math teachers.

That's what I wanted to do, be-
cause I was a math teacher. I'd

seen how important it was."
In 2006, Camenga began

her Houghton career as an

Assistant Professor of Math-

ematics, and has taught sev-
eral math courses, as well as
the Math Methods course for

the Education department. In
2010, she was appointed Chair
of the Mathematics and Com-

puter Science department.
Colleagues consider her to be
a diligent Chair, noting that
Camenga is always on top of
her work, ensuring that the de-
partment's projects are always
on time. More recently, she
has acted as the Faculty De-
velopment Coordinator, orga-
nizing and leading such events
as the new faculty seminar and
faculty retreat.

Among students, Camenga
is known for her thorough and
individualized instruction.

Camenga's courses help them
feel prepared for whatever
is next, whether it's student

teaching or heading into the
workforce. "All of the work

"

feels really purposeful, said
senior, Emily Bradley.

Camenga creates a strong
connection with her students.

According to senior, Amanda

4
Et. +* .*2

F

Gokey, the way that Camenga
cares for each student in her

class makes her an exceptional
professor. When students have
difficulty with their work, Ca-
menga is available and eager
to help them. This relationship
is a major part of what Cam-
enga says she will miss about
Houghton.

"It's really hard to leave
my students who aren't grad-
uating yet," said Camenga.
"I've known a lot of them

since before they walked on
campus officially as freshmen.
They're my friends, and I'm
going to miss that. I'll also
miss my colleagues. I have
trouble imagining a place
where I'll have colleagues that
work this well together."

Camenga's decision to
leave has been almost two

years in the making. The cou-
ple felt it was time for Andrew
to move on from his one-per-
son office in pursuit of a pas-
torate, leading him to resign.
Last fall, he accepted a posi-
tion in Salemville, PA, but the

congregation understood that

Kristin Camenga, associate professor of mathematics, teaches a variety of mathematics courses, including Math Methods. She

also is involved as the Faculty Development Coordinator, planning events such as retreats and seminars.

his wife would want to fin-

ish out the year at Houghton
first. Camenga was able to
officially resign in mid-Sep-
tember, and helped to find her
replacement.

"Some people would feel
that, even if you know you're
leaving, you don't actu-
ally resign, said Camenga.
"I wanted to know that the

things I've worked on for the
last nine years are going to
continue."

While Camenga is sorry
to leave the community she
has built at Houghton, she
trusts that this is the right de-
cision.

"You've got to go where
God leads you," she said.
"You trust Him to take care

ofthe pieces where they fall."
Camenga's lifetime con-

nection to Houghton, her
dedication to teaching and
preparing students to teach,
and her ability to discern
God's leading in times of
change are enduring gifts to
this community. *

4 0
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Planet-Pleasing Paper

ANTH NY BURD

ESSIE FENTSTERMACHER

An opportunity has
arisen for Houghton to create
a policy that ensures the
use of sustainably-sourced
printer paper for its academic
departments. Sustainably-
sourced paper 8 not

necessarily 100% recycled,
but is chlorine-free, sourced
from responsibly-logged
forests, and has some recycled
content.

Most paper is made
through irresponsible logging
methods that have negative
effects on biodiversity
(important for the roles each
species has in sustainability),
virgin growth forests

(meaning old forests that have

"Cheaper paper saves some money, but
the problem with cheap things is that
someone is paying for that lower price and
it is usually those who can affo rd it least."

never been touched), and local
environments. Standard paper
production techniques release
enormous amounts of chlorine

and other toxic chemicals into

the environment, resulting in
major pollution problems for
local communities.

Many faculty members
already try to use as little
paper as possible, which I
really appreciate. However,
when professors do feel the
need to print things, why not
print on paper that hasn't
destroyed an ecosystem, been
illegally logged, or polluted
the environment with toxic

chemicals?

Making the switch to
sustainably-sourced paper

brings us one step closer
to living in sync with what
we say we care about. Back
in 2008, President Mullen

signed the American College
and University Presidents'
Climate Commitment which

shows Houghton's ongoing
commitment to reducing our
impact on the environment.
We've done a lot already. Our
cleaning products are earth-
friendly, we have hand-dryers
in most bathrooms, we have

motion-activated lights, our
printers are set to save paper by
printing on both sides, we have
composting at the townhouses,
we have recycling bins
absolutely everywhere, we
have energy-efficient laundry
facilities, I already mentioned
that many faculty members
have committed to using less
paper... oh yeah, and we
have a solar ray! Switching
to sustainably-sourced paper
is consistent with what we are

already doing. Therefore it is
clear: we should make this step
towards further improvement.

If this policy were

implemented, the college
would only see an overall
annual increase ofabout $1,200

which covers all departments.
Half of the departments would
see less than a $10 increase in

costs and 85% of departments
would see less than a $30

increase in costs. There is no

difference in paper quality and
we would be buying third-
party certified paper, ensuring
environmental responsibility.

Administration wants to see

student interest in sustainably-
sourced paper before making a
decision. Students purchasing
paper at the campus store have
already shown a willingness to
pay $1.50 more for recycled-
content paper. Twenty percent
of paper sales at the Campus
Store are from sustainably-
sourced paper already. I urge
students who do not already
purchase sustainably sourced
paper to make this small
personal sacrifice and do so.

Lauren Bechtel, the driving
force behind this proposed
change, reports that the

petition has 152 respondents
so far, with a 4:1 Student to

Faculty/Staff participation.
Thus far, 96% of responses
have been positive, and Lauren
welcomes any comments in a
box provided in the survey.
The petition/survey will close
on April 13, 2015. Do your
part and share your student
voice in support of this cause.

As Christians we are to be

examples in stewardship. We
imitate God when we care for

His earth and the people who
live here. Not only is creation
care Biblical, it is one of the

simplest ways we can affect
the lives of people living
around the world.

Sure, cheaper paper
saves some money, but the
problem with cheap things
is that someone is paying
for that lower price and it is
usually those who can afford
it least. With cheaper paper,
the communities affected

by chemical pollution and
deforestation pay the price.
Surely Houghton can afford
to absorb the cost it takes to

produce something that we use
to our benefit. It is simple: we
should make this change for
the better. *

Essie is a junior writing major.

Racial Discussion and Action

j

ANTHONY BURDO

KATHERINE LABREQUE

In the present day and
especially in Christian circles
we often find it uncomfortable

to talk about issues and topics
involving race. As our culture
becomes more politically correct
we choose to revert to language
such as "but I don't see color."

Segregation and

discrimination -- whether against
the African American population
or against people of other
ethnic and cultural backgrounds
-- appear to be systemic and
deeply ingrained ill our culture.
As a result, we tend to label one

racial group as the antagonist,
insinuating that racial tension
is somehow one-sided and

narrowly defined.
Integration has been

historically stagnant.The US is not
alone in its pursuit of integration;
humans tend to define themselves

relative to other groups ofpeople.
For example, a patrician as
compared to being a plebeian, or
even a Christian as compared to
being a Buddhist. So how do we
overcome those definitions?

We generally believe that
racism is partial or biased and
that it favors one particular
group, but we all put each
other into unhealthy categories.
As a white American, I am

automatically grouped into the
"white" category. I find myself
lumped into a massive group of
white, privileged people; I lose
my individual identity. Living
adjacent to a city populated by a
large number of Latin American
and Hispanic families, I often
hear comments or phrases that
explicitly define me by my skin
color.

Even here, in Houghton, New

"In order to promote more

diversity on campus we
need to limit discussion and

act more."

York, I see how my skin separates
me from others. In church one

Sunday, the pastor encouraged us
to "share a word of greeting with
one another" before the sermon

started. I watched as a girl came
running across the aisle and past
me to greet my housemates,
saying, "Good morning my
fellow black girls!" I know that
wasn't meant to hurt me, but it
did.

Racism is not just one group
against another; there is a degree
of mutual resentment between

various ethnic and racial groups.

EE Racism is not just one
group against another;

there is a degree of mu-
tual resentment between

various ethnic and racial

groups."

Take, for example, the discussion
about the Ferguson incident
that Dean Jordan hosted last

December. A few comments that

pertained specifically to "white
Americans" caught my attention.
One individual expressing her
anguish commented, "You will
never understand what it feels

like." This comment alludes to the

perception that issues of racism,
discrimination, and prejudice
are a one-sided battle, one group
against the other. To some extent
that is true, but sometimes this

perception does more harm than
good. It lies in assumptions made
about the other group.

So what do we do? Rather,
what should we do? I think the

first step is finding reconciliation.
We need to recognize that racism
can be mutual. It's easy to blame
institutionalized discrimination

or individual racially-based
incidents on one racial or ethnic

group as a whole. Instead we
need to look at each person
individually, as God made them.
You cannot define the quality
of people by their skin colors

or where they came from.
But you can recognize their
diversity, rather than ignoring
the difference. Each person
contributes something unique to
this world. We should embrace

diversity.
Second, in order to promote

more diversity on campus we
need to limit discussion and act

more. We encourage diversity,
yet we do little to implement
it. I recently asked my friends
what they would do to enhance
diversity on campus. Their
response: "There are enough
discussion groups." Discussions
can be helpful initially, but words
lose their meaning when we don't
act on them.

How can we be intentional

about providing opportunities
for diversity to flourish? We
should make efforts to hire more

ethnically and racially diverse
faculty and staff members and to
have more diverse representation
in different offices and student

clubs. We need clubs that

underscore the richness of

cultural diversity. We cannot
sit back and limit our response
to discussion. If we truly seek a
resolution, we have to exercise

intellect and try to apprehend
what confounding variables
perpetuate racial discrimination
in our country. *

Katharine is a senior political
science and international

development double major.
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Can I Get An Awomen: Inclusive Language

ANTHONY BURDC

ALLYSON MURPHY

Houghton College's doctrinal
statement asserts, "We believe

that there is one God, eternally
existing in three persons:
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit."
Many people, including myself,
recognize the unfortunate

terminology used in this
statement and here is why. In
our present world many, sadly
not all, people recognize the
importance of gender-inclusive
language. Why does our college
not? When referring to God,
instead of saying, "Father" our
language should be inclusive,
perhaps using words such as
"Maker" or "Creator."

Many of you reading this
article may strongly disagree
with this opinion. Others may

agree, but ask, Why is gender
inclusive language so important? "God is non-gendered. Our

First, God is not male. The
bearded white man in clouds is

just an image from your picture language and terminology
book bible. Throughout the bible
numerous references to God should reflect this fact."
as male and God as female are

made.

For example, in a recent language and imagery fills love for humanity.
workshop at the college, Scripture. Biblical language Now onto the question: "Why
Sarah Derek, professor of references God with both male should one care if God is referred
Old Testament, mentioned and female tenninology- neither to as male?"
the Hebrew word "Shaddai" is literal. The answer seems obvious:

which is used 48 times in the Personally, though 1 grew up using inclusive language

Old Testament. Since the 1930s in an egalitarian home, I was still includes everyone. In her book,
etymological and linguistic under the misconception of God The Second Sex, philosopher
research done has found as male. At church I was always Simone de Beauvoir discusses
convincing reason to think that told of God the male shepherd the detrimental effects of having
"Shaddai" has been falsely looking for his lost sheep (Luke men be viewed as the norm in
translated in the past. 15:1-7). However, I never read society. De Beauvoir writes, "A

Traditionally, the word has a children's book or had a single man never begins by presenting
been translated as "Almighty" or Sunday school class centered on himself as an individual of a
"God Almighty" but with further the very next parable in the gospel certain sex, it goes without
research, scholars have found of Luke. The first verse of this saying that he is a man." In

that "Shaddai" is from a different parable: "Or suppose a woman society, men have historically
Akkadian root word signifying has ten silver coins and loses one. been seen as the 'Absolute' or

the word 'breast,' Derek stated, Doesn't she light a lamp, sweep 'norm.' More particularly, in
"Theologically, the significance the house and search carefully American history, white men
is an astounding reference to the until she finds it?" (Luke 15: have been seen as the Absolute,
nourishment and nurture of God 8 NIV). The shepherd and the while minority races and women
signified by female anatomy, as woman serve the same purpose: have been the derivative from
part of the range of metaphors comprehensive metaphorical the norm: in de Beauvoir's
used for God." Metaphorical language representing God's words "He is the Subject, he is

the Absolute- she is the Othen"

If female is the Other, she then

"The bearded white man in feels that in order to validate her

own capabilities and be part of

the clouds is just an image the Absolute or 'male.'

the 'norm' she must conform to

from your picture book bible • referred to as 'male,' women

When God is repeatedly

feel as if they are the Other

and men are the Absolute. In

relation to biblical language,
Kristina Lacelle-Peterson,

professor of religion, stated,
"Given that Seripture depicts
God sometimes with feminine

imagery and God as the one
over everything in whose image
we are mad, male and female,

it is a huge reduction of God to
assume God is male."

Not only are we reducing
our view of God when we say
'male', we are also ordaining
men with inherent God-like

qualities, which are denied to
women. This type of thinking
then encourages the harmful
image of men as sole 'master,'
'provider,' 'spiritual leader' the
list goes on and on. Women are
more than capable of leadership
roles and this includes spiritual
life leadership. The false view
of God as 'male' perpetuates the
unhealthy view of male as pre-
ordained leader.

Through advocacy for

gender-inclusive language I
am stressing the reality that all
people, male and female, are
made in God's image. God is
non-gendered. Our language
and terminology should reflect
this fact. Our college's spiritual
life, academic life, and all other

facets should support equality
and inclusion by adhering to
gender-inclusive language. *

Allyson is a junior english and
art double majon

he mission of the Houghton Star is to preserve and promote the values
of dialogue, transparency and integrity that have characterized Houghton
College since its inception. This will be done by serving as a medium

for the expression of student thought and as a quality publication of significant
campus news, Houghton area news, and events.

Letter to the Editor
Response to
LGBQ Inclusion

Dear Editor,

I would like to address

LGBQ Inclusion: Community
Cover'lant Amendment.

The Houghton Community
Covenant is very important
as it expresses proper and
improper ways to display
Christian behavior The word

behave expresses how a
person conducts their life.
Every aspect of the way
Christians live should be

based on the Holy Bible.
The Houghton College

Doctrinal statement begins
with, "We believe that the

Scriptures of the Old and New
Testaments are fully inspired of
God and inerrant in the original
writings and that they are of
supreme and final authority for
faith and practice.'

The Houghton Community
Covenant states, "We believe

that Scripture clearly prohibits
certain acts, including...
engaging in sexual relations
outside the bonds of a Biblical

understanding of marriage,
including premarital sex,

adultery and homosexual

behavior." The importance
of Scripture in the above

statements is monumental.

It is important for Houghton
College to affirm its belief in a
Biblical basis for marriage

The secular view of

marriage, extramarital sex and
homosexual behavior appear
to be shaping the discussion
of a covenant amendment

more than Scripture. The
suggested amendment of

removing "engaging in sexual
relations outside the bonds

of a Biblical understanding of
marriage, including premarital
sex, adultery and homosexual
behavior" and replacing it
with ". . . and engaging in
sexual relations outside of the

bonds of marriage" creates
confusion. The problem with
this suggested amendment is
that it leaves out what Scripture
teaches on this topic. It also
opens up the possibility of
redefining the Biblical definition
of marriage which is only
between a man and a woman.

The sexual prohibitions
in the Community Covenant
including premarital sex,
adultery and homosexual

behavior are clearly listed in the
Holy Bible as transgressions
against God and others.
The consequences of such
acts are found throughout
Scripture. Sinful behavior has

consequences. As Christians
who believe in God and His

Word, our behavior should be

above reproach. Everything
we do or say should be
influenced by Scripture. We
should not submit to secular

pressures that encourage us
to behave contrary to God's
will and His Holy Word. We
cannot expect to receive God's
blessings when we disobey His
commandments.

Dr. Jim Szymanski
Houghton, NY
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Artist Grace Baleno
//senior mathematics and art double ma]OFof the

Week
My work explores the integration of math & art, East &
West and structure & movement.
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ANTHONY BURDO

Titles & Media
Cloc«ise from top right descending

Cubed ceramic bowl

Balance, ceramic cups

Transitions, ceramic bow/

Compress/Decompress, ceramic bowl

Tessellation Transition, woodcut

The only work really worth doing - the
only work you can do convincingly - is
the work that focuses on the things you
care about.

-David Bayes and Ted Orland
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